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Pretend Family



When Rui assaults him with his Blood Demon Art, Tanjiro braces himself for certain death. As his life flashes before his eyes, he suddenly remembers his father's dance, the kagura, and unleashes a new, non-Water Breathing attack. Hinokami Kagura Dance. Knowing that he’ll be receiving a simultaneous blow from the demon, he uses his new move to slice off Rui’s head. As Tanjiro crawls towards Nezuko, who lies on the ground, riddled with wounds, someone appears before him.
Quest roles:
Takahiro Sakurai(Giyu Tomioka (voice)), Yoshiaki Hasegawa(Kakushi (voice)), Ami Koshimizu(Spider demon (Mother) (voice)), Kōki Miyata(Murata (voice)), Saori Hayami(Shinobu Kocho (voice)), Kouki Uchiyama(Rui (voice)), Ryoko Shiraishi(Spider demon (Elder sister) (voice)), Kanae Itō((voice)), Yusuke Tonozaki((voice))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
17 August 2019, 23:30
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